HELLO
2021
Dear Members and Friends,
We are looking forward to 2021 with energy, plans, and hope!
During 2020 we all faced new challenges and did the best to cope with complicated
situations at all fronts and all levels. We are now facing the outcome of this year and
more challenges ahead…
However, we see the light at the end of the tunnel thanks to the great minds who
invented and manufactured the vaccines in a record speed and – we have each other,
Together we shall succeed and grow… because….

It's all about the people!!!
Anita Leviant
IBCC President

JANUARY

FAREWELL

Managing Cross-border disputes

2020
2020

Cooperation with IBCC members Asserson and Meitar Law firm gathered around 200 interested
listeners to experts discussing international arbitration and helpful advice.

FEBRUARY
Post Elections, Pre - Brexit Breakfast: A special
roundtable breakfast and open discussions at the
Ambassador's Residence with senior managers
of Israeli and British companies, such as Osem,
GSK, Teva, British Airways, Ellomay, Cushman&
Wakefield and more.

MARCH
BCC Global Network launching- the new Global Network of British Chambers around the
world merged with the BCC, had its first formal conference workshops and discussions in
London.

APRIL
COVID-19 Innovation Conference – Worldwide Online Investment Event: The IBCC proudly
supported the COVID-19 Innovation Conference – Worldwide Online Investment Event, which
presented companies working towards solutions to help fight the coronavirus. The companies that
participated in the online event were start-ups in the fields of Vaccines, Medical Devices,
Biotechnology, Pharmaceuticals, and more.

Unique Webinar with the Rt Hon Liz Truss MP and DG of BCC
Dr. Adam Marshal with Q&A on practical matters relating to
international trade, and the contribution of business to future trade
and growth.

June
Two countries Two Ambassadors One Goal-Getting Business done Over 200 participants of the business communities in both countries, in a unique
webinar, organized and led by IBCC in cooperation with the UK Embassy in Israel
and the Israeli Embassy in London, sending the message of keeping the good
cooperation and working together. Spoke and answered questions: UK Ambassador
to Israel, Israeli Ambassador to the UK, respective commercial Attaches, hi-tech hub,
moderated by IBCC President.

Cyber week: The Annual International Cyber Week of
2020 1st time on-line event 6th year for IBCC partnering
the event. Cyber Week provided its participants with
opportunities to speak with major global actors and
experts in the cyber field, network with the cyber
community,

and

connect

with

top

cybersecurity

companies.

Virgin Atlantic – The IBCC successfully concluded a new agreement with Virgin
Atlantic, which offers special discounts to its members. This agreement was
especially unique and helpful in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, as the airline offers
insurance and flexibility to its travelers.
British Business Groups in Dubai and Abu Dabi and IBCC
for British collaboration, The two British Business Groups, and the IBCC pledged for a unique
collaboration for and tri-lateral initiatives. Offering members of the respective groups a
comprehensive platform for the benefit of businesses interested in the three regions

We are also delighted to announce
new members that have joined the IBCC over the past year, among them:
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year!

